Introduction

Conservative mastectomies lead to varying amounts of volume deficit depending on the dimensions of the resected tissue. De-epithelialized flaps from the lateral thoracic wall and the back can be transposed to the anterior thorax for breast mound reconstruction using the thoracodorsal artery perforator (TDAP) flap or the lateral intercostal artery perforator (LICAP) flap.

The TDAP flap was originally described in 1992 (1) as a method of harvesting the skin and subcutaneous island of the traditional latissimus dorsi musculocutaneous (LD-MC) flap without the muscle. It was reported as a possible breast reconstruction method in 1996 (2), and Hamdi published its first clinical use for breast reconstruction in 2004 (3). Several studies have demonstrated that the TDAP flap is a reliable and safe technique (4-6).

The TDAP flap is irrigated by the proximal perforator of the descending branch of the thoracodorsal artery (Figure 1). This branch is consistently present, according to several anatomical studies (7-13). The superior (scapular) and inferior (lumbar) fat compartments can be partially captured and irrigated by this proximal muscle perforator in the same manner as in the extended LD-MC flap by incorporating the superior and inferior fat compartments. It can be referred to as the “extended TDAP flap”. This technique augments the flap volume. In addition, this flap can serve as a scaffold for lipofilling to obtain autologous breast reconstruction in medium to large cases. There were two complete failures due to technical errors during flap elevation. Distal partial tissue suffering was observed in four flaps. These flaps were longer than usual; they reached the midline of the back. It is advisable to discard the distal medial quarter of the flap when it is designed up to the midline to avoid steatonecrosis or fibrosis. A retrospective analysis of the 39 flaps that survived completely revealed a satisfactory result in 82% of the cases. The main disadvantage of this procedure is the final scar. The TDAP flap is a reliable and safe method for partial or total breast autologous reconstruction.
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Additional fat grafting may be performed to increase volume in the same procedure with the use of the TDAP flap as a scaffold by lipofilling (Figure 3).

Surgical technique

Evaluation of volume deficit and location

The best way to evaluate needed volume need is to weight or measure the resected tissue. In secondary or delayed reconstruction, however, the volume is frequently underestimated as the retracted tissue may mislead the calculation. Intraoperative evaluation after releasing the retractive scar exposes the true volume deficit. Contralateral comparison, if possible, may provide a good approximation.

Flap indication

The indications for the TDAP flap, which are similar to those of the LD-MC flap, are as follows: primary or additional volume for breast reconstruction; salvage procedure for exposed implants; primary or additional surface (envelop) reconstruction; and combined implant autologous tissue reconstruction. Selection of a regular LD-MC flap or a TDAP flap must be done prior to designing the flap. There are some differences in the designs of these two flaps; these are described in the next paragraph. The LD flap involves muscle harvesting, is easier to perform, and requires shorter operating time. The TDAP flap involves a more complex technique but preserves the muscle and is associated with less seroma in the donor area.

Once the volume deficit is known, possible donor areas must be evaluated. A pinch test gives an approximate idea of the amount of subcutaneous tissue available for transfer as an island flap. It is important to measure the middle back; the
lumbar and subscapular fat pads can be transferred partially. Of the available fat flap volume, 50% may be safely added by lipotransfer, using the flap as a scaffold for flap survival.

The volume of the back should be compared with that of the lateral thoracic wall. In cases with available volume in the lateral thoracic area, an intercostal perforator flap should be considered, although the same area can be safely harvested with the TDAP flap.

**Flap design**

The flap is designed with the patient in the standing position, with the arms at the sides and the hands on the waist. The patient is asked to actively contract her back muscles, at which time the anterior lateral border of the LD muscle appears clearly under the skin and is marked with a line. The absence of this obvious contraction in mastectomy sequelae cases is highly suspicious of a neurovascular muscle pedicle lesion. Although representative of only a nerve lesion, it is frequently associated with a vascular lesion. The possibility of raising a LD-MC flap with “compensatory” irrigation has been reported, but we prefer to utilize other options to avoid the possible risk of flap loss.

A point “A” is marked on the anterolateral muscle line, 8 cm below the axillary fold. The descending branch of the proximal perforator artery runs parallel and approximately 2 cm lateral to that line. The proximal perforator branch of the descending thoracodorsal artery branch pierces the muscle in the line of the descending branch, at 8 cm or more from the axillary fold. However, in 20% of the cases, a direct cutaneous branch from the descending branch of the thoracodorsal artery is the most important cutaneous branch (based on diameter). This direct cutaneous branch does not pierce the muscle; instead, it passes immediately anterior to the lateral border of the muscle. Thus, the design of the flap must exceed the edge of the muscle to assure the presence of this branch in the raised flap. This is the main difference with the LD-MC flap; the skin island of the LD may be designed more posterior or inferior without including point “A” within the flap design. It can be safely nourished by other muscle perforators of the thoracodorsal artery, resulting in a more posteriorly placed final scar.

The piercing point of the perforator (or cutaneous branch) must be included in the flap design as its irrigation is necessary. The flap length reaches the union of the lateral 3/4 with the most medial quarter of the back. Achieving the maximum possible length can improve insetting in the breast mound. Clinical criterium is important for resection of the distal, under irrigated part of the flap, when it is fully elevated. No method has been reported previously for assessing this distal area. In addition, in our experience, it varies greatly across patients. The dimension of this distal under-perfused area is not related to only the perforator diameter; the subcutaneous vascular network status might also play an important role in the functional and physiological irrigation of the flap.

The flap width is designed according to the possibility of direct closing of the donor site. The skin and the associated subcutaneous tissue are pinched with the thumb and index finger to mark the desired width. It is preferable to achieve a fine aesthetically acceptable scar than a skin graft in the donor area. The flap length extends across the width of the back when the design is horizontal or across the supero-inferior angle of the scapula when the design is made obliquely upward. We prefer the oblique design because the thickness...
of the adipose tissue in the parascapular area provides more volume. However, many patients prefer the horizontal design. The final choice depends on the patient’s decision.

The location of the perforators is ideally determined using preoperative angiography and color Doppler ultrasonography. When these techniques are not available, the surgeon must rely on anatomical knowledge and clinical experience in using the flap to locate these vessels, which in most cases, are in an area 8-cm below the axillary fold.

**Single and double flap harvesting**

De-epithelialized TDAP may be applied in unilateral or bilateral cases, with variations in surgical technique depending on the case. In unilateral cases, the patient is placed in contralateral decubitus, with the arm prepared free hold by an assistant. This position allows easy access to the pedicle origin and direct transfer of the flap to the anterior thorax. In bilateral cases, the patient is placed in ventral decubitus, and the procedure is performed by two teams simultaneously.

The flap is raised in the distal to proximal direction, superficial to the deep fascia, while observing the fascia of the LD muscle. The perforator arteries are carefully observed, under 4x magnifications. Continuous and progressive control of the bleeding quality from the end of the flap is an excellent way to monitor the presence of a good perforator. If the flap has excellent perfusion by the time it is half separated from the LD muscle, the perforator is likely to be adequate (diameter >0.5 mm). By contrast, if the perfusion markedly decreases when the flap is half-raised and the medial intercostal perforators are sectioned, we would prefer to postpone the procedure. Such a situation was not observed in this series.

When an “extended TDAP” is planned, the subcutaneous tissues superior and inferior to the skin incision are harvested. Lipofilling of this flap may supplement the final volume. We usually add 150 cc.

Dissection continues along the suprafascial plane to the anterior border of the muscle and proceeds superiorly up to the perforator entrance point. Locating the lateral edge of the muscle is important because the descending thoracodorsal artery branch runs parallel to that edge, at a distance of ≤2-4 cm. Therefore, the proximal perforator is found at approximately the same distance from the edge. In cases involving a direct cutaneous branch, this level is at the edge surrounding the muscle.

The proximal perforator artery also has an accompanying vein. Once this artery has been located, we perform complete dissection of the skin around the island itself. If the flap has good vascularization (bleeding from the skin edges and skin refilling), and no perforator is apparent when the lateral anterior border of the muscle is completely exposed, the direct cutaneous branch of the thoracodorsal artery should be carefully looked for. If it is not present, or is of a small diameter, then the lateral intercostal perforator must be present and is the main irrigating source of this flap. This rationale should be applied if the flap is well vascularized after passing the anterolateral border of the LD muscle. Neighboring cutaneous arteries may be of different calibers: if one has a large diameter, the other one is smaller, or vice versa, to compensate for the necessary blood flow of the skin. This was originally described by the French anatomist Dubreuill Chambardell, reported by Salmon (15). If the flap turns white or bluish, suggesting sluggish circulation, presence of a lesion of the muscle perforators must be assumed, and the flap should be discarded.

Once the perforator is completely exposed, there are several possibilities for continuing the surgical procedure, as described below:

(I) Propeller flap. The dissection around the perforating artery is minimal and serves to release the muscle and allow flap rotation along this axis, creating the “flap helix” (propeller) (16,17). The procedure is simple and quick. A special dissection technique is not required. The main disadvantage is its shorter length. The flap does not reach the midline of the anterior chest wall. A substantial portion of the flap remains in the subaxillary area, where it is not necessary, while the medial portion of the breast does not receive adequate volume. If a longer flap is harvested to reach the medial part of the breast, tissue suffering as well as steatonecrosis might be observed.

In cases of mastectomy sequelae, we release the scar and leave a gap to place the flap. The previous scar incision is made continuous with the flap incision. In immediate reconstructions, when performing skin-sparing mastectomy or when no scar at the breast side is present, the flap is de-epithelialized and tunneled, remaining under the skin below the tunnel. Donor site closure is performed in two planes. A suction drain is placed and removed 48-72 hours after surgery.

(II) Flip-over flap. The flap is raised in the same conventional manner, from distal to proximal. Once the muscle perforators corresponding to the descending branch of the thoracodorsal artery are
visualized, the dissection is discontinued. The flap is de-epithelialized and turned over the anterior part of the thorax. This “turn over” or “flip-over” flap is very simple to harvest. There is an important portion of the flap volume that remains under the axillary area and lateral to the breast. It provides a good volume for reconstruction of a medium-sized breast or complements a partial mastectomy repair.

(III) Muscle-sparing flap. The flap is raised in the distal to proximal direction; once the lateral border of the LD is approached and the perforators of the descending branch are visualized, the muscle containing the perforators is sectioned—muscle sparing technique (18); the flap can be turned over or rotated to the breast area. This technique is a variation of the propeller but it partially damages the muscle innervation and has a reduced reaching point. It is used for partial volume deficit reconstruction on the lateral aspect of the breast.

(IV) Conventional TDAP flap. In this procedure, the perforator is dissected free from the muscle, and the flap is tunneled under the most lateral muscle fibers to completely preserve the muscle innervation. Although this is a somewhat more cumbersome and difficult procedure, it affords the greatest pedicle length. The flap reaches the thoracic anterior midline, allowing better flap insetting and positioning of the fat volume. The main disadvantage of this method is the necessity for magnification and specialized instruments. The flap is then deepithelialized. We frequently leave a small cutaneous island to monitor flap viability.

Treatment of donor area

The donor area is closed directly in two layers. Vicryl and monocryl internal sutures are utilized for approximation of wound edges, and interrupted 4-0 nylon is used for the skin. Suction drainage is usually applied for 24-48 hours, but we leave them in place as long as necessary. They are removed when there is no more drainage. As the LD is not mobilized in this technique, wound drainage is generally moderate. It is greater in the cases of “extended TDAP” than in regular TDAP, as there is less undermining of the wound flaps.

Flap transference

In unilateral cases, the flap is transferred directly. When the flap incision is not in continuity with the breast wound, a tunnel is performed under the lateral breast mound and lateral thoracic wall for passage. The flap is left without final insetting; the back wound is covered, and the patient is turned to dorsal decubitus position, at which time the anterior area is prepared again.

Inserting

The flap is distributed under the breast, enveloped and fixed at the borders with interrupted absorbable sutures. If the nipple-areolar complex must be reconstructed, a round skin island, 6 cm in diameter, is left in the flap. In cases of adenomastectomy sequelae, when the nipple-areolar complex has been preserved, a small skin island is preserved to monitor the flap viability. It is usually placed in the breast submammary sulcus and is eventually removed during a complementary procedure.

Clinical experience

A total of 45 patients underwent partial or complete autologous tissue breast reconstruction from 1996 to 2014 with a TDAP. There were two cases of complete failure due to technical errors and four cases of partial distal tissue suffering or necrosis due to exaggerated flap length. These four cases required partial flap resection, or eventually, complete resection and reconstruction with a new flap. Of the total flaps, 39 survived completely. A simple satisfaction level survey of these patients indicated that 32 of these patients were satisfied with the procedure (82%).

Clinical examples

Case 1 (Figure 4): a 43-year-old female patient was scheduled for skin-sparing mastectomy of the left breast. She had previously undergone a lumpectomy on the superolateral quadrant and lymph node biopsy. Autologous tissue reconstruction was performed with a partially de-epithelialized TDAP flap, harvested with an ascending oblique design. This design is similar to the Hammond-type design used for conventional LD-MC flaps. The patient was dissatisfied with the final scar in the donor area but considered the result of the breast shape and volume to be very good. Patient did not continue treatment for nipple-areolar reconstruction or possible complementary aesthetic procedures.

Case 2 (Figure 5): a 42-year-old female patient was scheduled for skin sparing mastectomy (SSM) with
Figure 4 Clinical case 1. (A) Preoperative frontal view; (B) lateral view; (C) postoperative frontal view; (D) lateral view; (E) donor area preoperative view; (F) postoperative view.

Figure 5 Clinical case 2. (A) Preoperative view: design of the SSM with extension to the upper lateral quadrant to incorporate the biopsy entrance point; (B) mastectomy defect; (C) gland and implant resection; (D) postoperative frontal view; (E) lateral view. SSM, skin sparing mastectomy.
extension to the superolateral pole to involve the biopsy area within the resection. The patient had 275 cc silicone implants placed several years prior, which were explanted at the same procedure. The contralateral right implant was left in place. An immediate reconstruction was performed with an extended TDAP, partially de-epithelialized, with no implant. It is possible to compare the final immediate volume obtained with the contralateral side that still has a 275 cc implant. The patient was satisfied with the result. She eventually underwent explantation of the contralateral implant, as advised by the oncologist.

Case 4 (Figure 6): a 41-year-old female patient was scheduled for a bilateral siliconoma resection. A skin-reducing mastectomy was planned with an inverted T pattern and an inferior pedicle. A bilateral de-epithelialized TDAP flap with an ascending oblique design was performed for volume replacement. The flaps were elevated simultaneously by two operating teams that reduced the operating time significantly. The flap was transferred with a flip-over technique (19). The patient was completely satisfied with the final result and the donor area.

Discussion

Autologous tissue breast reconstruction is considered a reliable surgical technique. The LD-MC flap has been the “workhorse” for treating difficult or complicated cases as well as for primary reconstruction. Lipotransference to the conventional LD-MC flap has been reported to increase its initial volume and improve autologous breast reconstruction (20,21). Morbidity

Figure 6 Clinical case 3. (A) Preoperative frontal view; (B) design of SRM; (C) lateral view of the extended TDAP; (D) posterior view; (E) flap elevation; (F) flap de-epithelization; (G) flaps are turned over; (H) closure donor area; (I) flap is placed inferior to the SRM; (J) postoperative frontal view; (K) postoperative lateral view; (L) donor area. TDAP, thoracodorsal artery perforator flap.
of the donor area might be considered a disadvantage, albeit to a minimal extent, for this procedure. Muscle harvesting remains controversial, with conflicting favorable and negative reports on the technique. As mentioned above, the final scar of the LD flap may be placed more posteriorly with an adequate horizontal design. The TDAP design must incorporate the first perforator resulting in a more anteriorly placed final scar.

The incorporation of the TDAP flap, a derivation of the perforator flap era and which was initially described as “the LD-MC flap without muscle”, permits harvesting of the same skin and subcutaneous tissue area normally obtained with the conventional LD-MC flap without the muscle, thereby avoiding the possible morbidities of this procedure. The presence of the muscle might be considered important considering the necessity of volume for the reconstruction. However, the most voluminous part of the muscle remains under the axilla after transferring the flap to the anterior area. The muscle transferred to the breast mound is quite thin, with minimal volume contribution.

The incidence of seroma is almost none in regular TDAP; it is slightly higher in extended TDAP due to the necessary undermining of the donor area but lower compared to the LD flap. In addition, it is not associated with any impairment of shoulder motion. No aesthetic sequelae at the anterolateral border of the muscle on the lateral side are evident in normal-weight women. Steatonecrosis, distal tissue necrosis, and distal tissue suffering are the most common complications. They can be avoided by adequate resection of the distal part of the flap until healthy red bleeding is observed from the dermis. Medial breast volume reconstruction requires a conventional thoracodorsal perforator flap with full dissection of the pedicle in order to reach the midline with well-irrigated tissue.
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